EXPLORE TOGETHER
activities for you and your almost Kindergartner

String beads or noodles on a string or a pipe cleaner, and use different colors to create a pattern.

Create pictures and patterns with cut shapes.

Use tape on the floor to make a balance beam.

Sort things into groups by type, color, size, or shape like laundry, toys, or silverware.

Play games like Simon Says or Freeze Dance.

“Touch count” items - count out loud together while touching items in a space.

Throw scarves or socks into the air and catch them.

Look for letters in the environment and talk about the sounds they make.

Play with dolls and imagine how they are feeling.

Toss balls, bean bags, or rolled up socks into a bucket.

Practice making letters by molding playdough, finger painting, or shaping pipe cleaners.

Practice independence by using buttons, zippers, and laces.

Make food in different shapes, like sandwiches, Jello, or cookies.